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Verbal entrainment in autism 
spectrum disorder and first‑degree 
relatives
Shivani P. Patel1, Jennifer Cole2, Joseph C. Y. Lau1, Gabrielle Fragnito1 & Molly Losh1*

Entrainment, the unconscious process leading to coordination between communication partners, is an 
important dynamic human behavior that helps us connect with one another. Difficulty developing and 
sustaining social connections is a hallmark of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Subtle differences in 
social behaviors have also been noted in first‑degree relatives of autistic individuals and may express 
underlying genetic liability to ASD. In‑depth examination of verbal entrainment was conducted to 
examine disruptions to entrainment as a contributing factor to the language phenotype in ASD. 
Results revealed distinct patterns of prosodic and lexical entrainment in individuals with ASD. 
Notably, subtler entrainment differences in prosodic and syntactic entrainment were identified in 
parents of autistic individuals. Findings point towards entrainment, particularly prosodic entrainment, 
as a key process linked to social communication difficulties in ASD and reflective of genetic liability to 
ASD.

Connecting with others is an integral part of humans’ social drive. Entrainment, or the unconscious tendency 
to become more similar in speech or gesture to one’s communication partner, plays a key role in facilitating 
interpersonal connections. For instance, when one communication partner speaks at an increased rate, the 
other will often naturally increase their rate,  too1. This increasing similarity (i.e., entrainment) between speakers 
not only supports establishment of  rapport2,3 but is also predictive of relationship  success4. Similarly, speakers 
may diverge in their language, such as when differentiating status (e.g., student vs. teacher), dialogue roles (e.g., 
explaining, vs. inquiring), or emphasizing varying points of view, which can be described as disentrainment. 
When effectively integrated, entrainment and disentrainment contribute to successful social  interactions5,6. 
Disrupted entrainment or disentrainment may contribute to an array of social communication deficits, such as 
those evident in autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Impaired ability to develop and sustain social connections 
and fluent social communicative interactions is a hallmark of ASD, a genetically-based neurodevelopmental 
disorder characterized by the presence of repetitive behaviors and restricted  interests7, as well as impairments 
in communication and distinct language domains, including prosody (e.g., intonation  modulation8, volume 
 modulation9–11, speech  rhythm12 and  rate13), lexico-semantics (i.e., word choice and meaning), and syntax (i.e., 
grammar)7. Entrainment across each of these language domains plays an important role in supporting the fluidity 
of social interactions and  communication14–20, and when impaired can contribute to pervasive troubles in these 
areas (see Fig. 1 for schematic).

Evidence that subclinical traits associated with ASD often aggregate among first-degree relatives of individuals 
with  ASD21–23, who do not display any clinical impairment, provides a potentially critical path for identifying 
links between observable traits and abilities, such as entrainment, and underlying neural and genetic factors that 
can inform the biological basis of these complex human traits and  behaviors24–26. Indeed, studying the familiality 
and heritability of subclinical traits associated with a disorder is a powerful method for uncovering molecular 
genetic variation and neural circuitry implicated in heritable, but etiologically complex diseases (e.g., heart 
 disease27,28 and  diabetes29) and psychiatric conditions, such as  schizophrenia30,31. Using this approach, studies of 
ASD have identified a Broad Autism Phenotype (BAP), which refers to a constellation of subclinical differences 
in social language and personality traits that mirror the core features of ASD in quality but are not associated 
with functional  impairments23,32–34. Differences in language constitute a particularly significant component of 
the distilled expression of genetic liability to ASD in relatives, and entrainment is a potential contributor to 
such language differences. This study examined entrainment in ASD and in parents, across prosodic, lexical, 
semantic, and syntactic domains, using computational tools to objectively characterize entrainment. Across these 
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domains, differences in parents of individuals with ASD have been identified in prosodic and lexical domains. 
More specifically, studies note differences in intonation and volume modulation, speech rate, and  rhythm21–23,33, 
as well as use of overly formal  language21,23,33. While few studies have examined semantic and syntactic differ-
ences in parents of autistic individuals, existing research suggests that skills in these domains are comparable to 
or perhaps exceed those of parent  controls35,36.

Key language-related impairments in ASD, and the more subtle differences in parents, may importantly relate 
to entrainment. For instance, prosodic impairments in autistic individuals [note: Given expressed differences 
in preferences between identity-first and person-first language within the autism community, this manuscript 
alternates between the terms “individuals with autism” and “autistic individuals”] may influence entrainment 
mechanistically, where documented impairments in the coupling between auditory feedback (i.e., what one 
hears from oneself or one’s surroundings) and vocal motor commands (i.e., feedforward plan, or one’s motor 
plan to produce speech) in ASD undermine prosodic skills necessary for successful  entrainment37,38. Differences 
in audio-vocal integration have also been documented in parents of individuals with ASD, suggesting that this 
critical process, and associated neural architecture related to speech processing, are influenced by ASD genetic 
 vulnerability37. Verbal entrainment across linguistic domains is thought to require a parallel process to audio-
vocal integration, such that listeners simulate heard speech input internally using a feedforward model, and the 
prediction error generated by this model influences listeners’ subsequent productions, yielding a production that 
is more similar to communication partners’  productions39. As such, inefficiencies in feedback and feedforward 
integration could impact verbal entrainment skills, with potentially far-reaching impact on social communica-
tion abilities in ASD.

In line with this suggestion, emerging evidence suggests that individuals with ASD do not exhibit speech rate 
 entrainment40 and inconsistently entrain to measures of voice  quality41. Entrainment along the lexical, semantic, 
and syntactic domains in ASD has also been implicated in relevant studies on priming, in which the initial use of 
a stimulus (e.g., word, phrase, concept) is thought to facilitate subsequent use of the stimulus by way of increased 
speed of neural activation of the  stimulus42. While autistic individuals show typical effects of immediate lexical 
and semantic priming on simple picture-naming43,44 or fragmented-word45 tasks, these effects are dampened 
during extended  timeframes46,47. Similarly, individuals with ASD exhibit comparable effects of lexical priming to 
their typically developing counterparts in picture-word  naming48 and paradigms with long presentation durations 
of the prime and target, but no evidence of semantic priming in a lexical decision  task49. Together, literature on 
lexical and semantic priming suggests impairments in entrainment may emerge during fast-paced, longer and 
less structured interactions, such as conversations, which are common in daily interactions, or semi-naturalistic 

Figure 1.  Schematic depicting lexical entrainment between an experimenter and a control participant (left) and 
an individual with ASD (right). On the left, the control participant uses the same terminology introduced by the 
experimenter (i.e., flamingo) and subsequently, the experimenter also uses the same terminology as the control 
participant (i.e., forward). This dyad exhibits lexical entrainment. On the right, the ASD participant uses distinct 
terminology (i.e., straight edge, corners) from that introduced by the experimenter (i.e., flamingo). There is a 
lack of lexical entrainment between the experimenter and ASD participant.
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collaborative games, such as the one used in the present study. Similarly, while some studies have shown that 
autistic individuals exhibit syntactic entrainment in highly structured  contexts17,50, evidence that syntax is nega-
tively impacted during  conversation51 suggests further examination of syntactic entrainment in ASD is warranted.

This study utilized computational linguistic tools to objectively quantify prosodic, lexical, semantic, and syn-
tactic entrainment among individuals with ASD, their parents, and respective control groups. We predicted that 
the autistic group would exhibit reduced entrainment across linguistic domains compared to controls. Given the 
subtle nature of language differences among parents of individuals with ASD, we predicted reduced entrainment 
in this group would be limited to prosodic and lexical domains, where listener ratings of language differences are 
readily  apparent21–23,33. We predicted both parent groups would exhibit similar patterns of semantic and syntactic 
entrainment due to the lack of language differences in these  domains35,36.

Methods
Participants. Twenty-three individuals with ASD (ASD group), 27 individuals with typical development 
(ASD Control group), 51 parents of individuals with ASD (ASD Parent group), and 31 parents of individuals 
with typical development (Parent Control group) participated in this study (Table 1). Inclusion criteria required 
that participants be native English speakers with no history of hearing loss, brain injury, presence of a known 
genetic condition other than ASD, or major psychiatric disorder. Additionally, individuals in either control 
group were excluded if they had first- or second-degree relatives with ASD or history of language related impair-
ments. All autistic individuals had community diagnoses of ASD. Research-reliable examiners confirmed diag-
noses using the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2nd Edition (ADOS-2)52 for all participants in the 
ASD and ASD Control groups.

Intellectual functioning was assessed using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI)53 for indi-
viduals 16 years of age or older and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Fourth Edition (WISC-IV)54 for 
individuals younger than 16 years of age. Independent samples t tests revealed that the ASD group was signifi-
cantly older (t = 2.33, p = 0.02) than the ASD Control group and had a significantly lower full scale IQ (t = − 5.01, 
p < 0.001), verbal IQ (t = − 5.04, p < 0.001), and performance IQ (t = − 3.53, p < 0.001) than the ASD Control group. 
Furthermore, the ASD group exhibited a significantly reduced word count overall compared to the ASD Control 
group (t = − 3.45, p = 0.001). The ASD Parent group did not differ significantly in chronological age (t = 1.77, 
p = 0.08) from the Parent Control group; however, they exhibited lower full scale IQ (t = − 2.23, p = 0.03), as well 
as marginal differences in verbal IQ (t = − 1.78, p = 0.08) and performance IQ (t = − 1.80, p = 0.08) compared to 
the Parent Control group. The ASD Parent group exhibited a significantly lower word count (t = − 2.25, p = 0.03) 
on the entrainment tangram task (described below) compared to parent controls.

Relationships between demographic variables of age, full scale IQ, verbal IQ, performance IQ, and word count 
with measures of entrainment were assessed using Pearson correlations. In the ASD and ASD control groups 
combined, increased age was associated with reduced lexical entrainment (r = − 0.37, p < 0.01) but not semantic 
(r = − 0.08, p = 0.56), syntactic (r = 0.15, p = 0.30), or prosodic entrainment (|r|s < 0.17, ps > 0.25). Higher full 
scale IQ was related to increased semantic entrainment in the ASD and ASD Control groups (r = 0.45, p = 0.001), 
which appears to be driven by performance IQ (correlation with semantic entrainment: r = 0.41, p < 0.01). Full 
scale IQ was not related to lexical (r = 0.23, p = 0.12), syntactic (r = 0.23, p = 0.12), or prosodic entrainment 
(|r|s < 0.03, ps > 0.05). Increased verbal IQ was related to greater semantic (r = 0.48, p < 0.001), syntactic entrain-
ment (r = 0.46), p = 0.001), and prosodic entrainment of rhythm at the dialog act unit level factor 2 (syllable 

Table 1.  Participant demographics. * indicates p < 0.05 and ** indicates p < = 0.001. a IQ measures were derived 
from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) for individuals 16 years of age or older and the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) for individuals younger than 16 years of 
age. b Due to time constraints, some participants completed the 2-subtest version of the WASI or WISC-IV, 
which does not provide measures of Verbal and Performance IQ. The sample size for these measures is as 
follows: ASD n = 22; ASD Control n = 24; ASD Parent n = 48; Parent Control n = 29.

ASD (n = 23)
ASD control 
(n = 27)

Group comparison 
(ASD vs. ASD 
control) Effect size ASD parent (n = 51)

Parent control 
(n = 31)

Group comparison 
(ASD parent vs. 
parent control) Effect size

Sex, Males:Females 16:7 12:15 X2 (1, N = 50) = 3.18, 
p = 0.08 V = 0.25 18:33 5:26 X2 (1, N = 82) = 3.51, 

p = 0.06 V = 0.06

Chronological Age 
M (SD) 19.46 (6.13)* 15.45 (6.01) t(48) = 2.33, p = 0.02 d = 0.66 50.07 (7.72) 47.02 (7.38) t(80) = 1.77, p = 0.08 d = 0.40

ADOS-2 Autism 
Symptom Severity, 
M (SD)

8.35 (1.67) 1.31 (.62) t(47) = 19.11, 
p < 0.001 d = 5.74

Full scale  IQa, M 
(SD) 97.05 (18.74)** 119.62 (11.73) t(45) = − 4.87, 

p < 0.001 d = − 1.47 112.96 (11.86)* 118.77 (9.89) t(77) = − 2.27, 
p = 0.03 d = − 0.52

Verbal  IQa,b, M (SD) 97.30 (18.92)** 120.27 (11.37) t(44) = − 5.04, 
p < 0.001 d = − 1.49 109.77 (11.71) 114.45 (10.21) t(75) = − 1.78, 

p = 0.08 d = − 0.42

Performance  IQa,b, 
M (SD) 96.00 (21.81)** 116.46 (17.45) t(44) = − 3.53, 

p < 0.001 d = − 1.04 112.70 (11.87) 117.47 (10.10) t(75) = − 1.80, 
p = 0.08 d = − 0.42

Word count 599.04 (277.78)** 835.22 (199.60) t(48) = − 3.49, 
p = 0.001 d = − 0.99 860.82 (240.41)* 996.39 (302.04) t(80) = − 2.25, 

p = 0.03 d = − 0.51
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energy) (r = − 0.40, p < 0.01). Verbal IQ was not related to lexical entrainment (r = 0.15, p = 0.33) or remaining 
measures of prosodic entrainment (|r|s < 0.09, ps > 0.23). Increased performance IQ was related to greater lexi-
cal entrainment (r = 0.36, p = 0.02) but not syntactic (r = − 0.03, p = 0.84) or prosodic entrainment (|r|s < 0.10, 
ps > 0.07). Increased word count was related to greater semantic (r = 0.63, p < 0.001), syntactic (r = 0.32, p = 0.02), 
and prosodic entrainment on rhythm at the dialog act unit level factor 2 (syllable energy) (r = − 0.34, p = 0.02). 
Word count was not related to lexical (r = 0.13, p = 0.36) entrainment nor remaining measures of prosodic entrain-
ment (|r|s < 0.14, ps > 0.36).

In the ASD Parent and Parent Control groups, age was not related to lexical (r = − 0.07, p = 0.55), semantic 
(r = − 0.08, p = 0.50), syntactic (r = 0.08, p = 0.49), or prosodic entrainment (|r|s < 0.11, ps > 32). Higher full scale IQ 
was related to increased lexical entrainment (r = 0.29, p < 0.01), which appears to be driven by verbal IQ (cor-
relation with lexical entrainment: r = 0.27, p = 0.02). Full scale IQ and verbal IQ, respectively, were not related to 
semantic (r = 0.15, p = 0.19; r = 0.14, p = 0.24), syntactic (r = 0.11, p = 0.34; r = 0.20, p = 0.08), or prosodic (|r|s < 0.05, 
ps > 0.27; |r|s < 0.11, ps > 0.28) entrainment. Performance IQ was not related to lexical (r = 0.20, p = 0.09), seman-
tic (r = 0.11, p = 0.40), syntactic (r = − 0.002, p = 0.99), or prosodic entrainment (|r|s < 0.08, ps > 0.19). Increased 
word count was related to greater semantic entrainment (r = 0.29, p < 0.01) and prosodic entrainment on F0 at 
the salient syllable level factor 1 (F0 trends) (r = − 0.23, p = 0.04). Conversely, increased word count was related to 
reduced prosodic entrainment on F0 at the salient syllable level factor 2 (F0 envelope) (r = 0.68, p < 0.001).Word 
count was not related to lexical (r = 0.16, p = 0.15) entrainment nor remaining measures of prosodic entrainment 
(|r|s < 0.05, ps > 0.54).

Entrainment tangram task. Each participant played a collaborative  game55 with one of two trained exam-
iners. The examiner and the participant were both given a packet of tangram silhouettes that only they could see 
(see Fig. 2 for an example) during the task. During each round of the game, one partner viewed a page containing 
one tangram silhouette while the other partner viewed a page with four tangram silhouettes, one of which had an 
arrow pointing to it. The game required the partners to converse in order to determine if the silhouette described 
by the partner who was viewing the page that contained only one image matched the silhouette with the arrow 
pointing to it on the other partner’s page. Upon coming to a decision regarding whether or not the silhouettes 
matched, the partners verified their decision by showing each other the silhouettes. Regardless of whether or not 
the partners reached a correct or incorrect decision, they alternated roles for a minimum of six times and played 
the game for a total task duration of 10–15 min. To reduce variability in examiner influence on entrainment, the 
two examiners utilized semi-scripted responses and prompts for each silhouette.

During the task, the participant and examiner each wore a head-mounted microphone (Audio-Technica 
System 10 HS Sys w/92cW-TH), which recorded speech to separate channels. The conversations were manually 
text-transcribed using  ELAN56 software and word count was calculated based on the participant’s transcribed 
speech. Given differences in prosody based on communicative intent (e.g., question vs. statement), all utterances 
were manually categorized using a dialog tag set developed for spontaneous task-oriented spoken  dialogues57 to 
allow for analysis of prosodic entrainment within discourse segments with the same communicative intent. The 
dialog tag set distinguishes utterances based on their discourse goal. Importantly, dialog acts were determined 
solely based on the transcribed utterances. Incomplete or abandoned utterances were excluded from analyses as 
they were unable to be assigned a dialog act tag. Fifteen percent of all files were transcribed and dialog act tagged 
by a second individual. Average word-word reliability was 95.82%. Fleiss’ kappa was used to assess agreement 
between raters’ dialog act tagging over and above chance agreement, and showed that there was good agreement 
between raters, κ = 0.664, p < 0.0005.

Figure 2.  Tangram silhouettes.
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Prosodic entrainment. Measures of prosodic entrainment were derived using the contour-based, para-
metric, and superpositional intonation stylization (CoPaSul)58 toolkit, which allows for description of global 
(measured at the level of the labeled dialog act unit) and local (measured at the level of a salient syllable) pitch/F0 
contours parametrically in terms of polynomial coefficients. Prosody measures from CoPaSul draw on a range 
of acoustic measures related to pitch, intensity, and rhythm, computed within analysis windows corresponding 
to syllables and dialog acts, which may be important for entrainment. See Supplementary Table 1 for a detailed 
list of each of the acoustic measurements extracted in the present study. F0 was extracted using autocorrelation 
in Praat (version 6.1.06) with a sample rate of 100 Hz. Energy in terms of root mean squared deviation of the 
amplitude of the speech waveform within the analysis window was calculated with the same sample rate as F0 
in Hamming windows of 50 ms length. Rhythm was measured as the number of salient syllables per second and 
the influences of the salient syllable level on the F0 and energy contours, where a salient syllable is automatically 
detected as exceeding threshold levels of energy and duration, corresponding to phrase/sentence level promi-
nence (stress)58,59.

Prosodic entrainment was assessed at the dialog act level, a phrase or sentence that expresses the speaker’s 
communicative intention in a conversational interaction (e.g., a query, reply, or explanation), and the salient syl-
lable level, which corresponds to the perceptually salient stressed syllable of a word  (see60 for additional details). 
English uses prosodic distinctions at the salient syllable level to encode information structure (e.g., prosodic 
enhancement or “accenting” of words that answer a question (i.e., focused words) or that add new information to 
the discourse). Prosodic marking of dialog act and information structure aids the listener in integrating the cur-
rent utterance with prior discourse context and with tracking the advancement of conversational goals. Prosodic 
encoding of discourse meaning (dialog act, information structure) is manifest in the acoustic signal primarily 
through pitch patterning, measured in terms of fundamental frequency (F0) and the co-variation of pitch and 
acoustic energy (rhythm). Accordingly, this study examined evidence of entrainment in measurements related 
to pitch/F0 in dialog act units and salient syllables, as well as rhythm in dialog act units. A factor analysis was 
used to reduce the large number of pitch/F0 and rhythm measurements calculated for prosodic entrainment in 
both measurement domains.

For each dialog act segment for a given speaker, four random samples with replacement of 1000 were drawn. 
The parameters of each sample were as follows: (1) same dyad, same dialog act; (2) across dyads, same dialog 
act; (3) same dyad, across dialog acts; (4) across dyads, across dialog acts. Sampling was conducted separately for 
child and parent groups, inclusive of diagnostic group. Pairings across dyads are considered to provide a control 
baseline against which entrainment can be measured and is referred to as a “surrogate” conversation. Pairings 
within the same dyad reflect the “real” conversation participants engaged in. Entrainment was measured by the 
absolute distance between the respective speakers’ value on a given variable from the mean value of the variable. 
Thus, smaller values reflect greater entrainment. Variables were extracted using the parameters outlined in the 
CoPaSul  manual58.

Given the large number of acoustic variables that may contribute to prosodic entrainment, we conducted a 
series of exploratory factor analyses (EFA) using the  factoextra61 and  nFactors62 packages for R statistical software, 
in order to identify implicit variables underlying the variables measured by CoPaSul and thus reduce the number 
of variables included in the analyses. As such, separate EFAs were conducted for the following: (1) fundamental 
frequency measures extracted from the dialog act unit; (2) fundamental frequency measures extracted from 
the salient syllable; (3) rhythm measures extracted from the dialog act unit level. EFAs were run with a promax 
rotation, which is an oblique rotation that allows for correlated factors. For each EFA, the number of factors was 
determined using the Kaiser criterion, which indicates that factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 should be 
included, and through inspection of scree plots to determine the number of factors after which the eigenvalues 
make a sharp drop. Based on these criteria, each of the EFAs in the ASD and ASD Control groups, as well as in 
the parent groups, resulted in a 2-factor model. Subsequently, a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) were 
run for each of the three levels noted above using the groupings derived from the EFA. Factor loadings from the 
CFA are indicated in Supplementary Table 2. CFA scores were derived for each participant, yielding a total of 6 
prosodic entrainment variables which were used in subsequent analyses of prosodic entrainment.

Lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment. Measures of lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrain-
ment were extracted using the open source Python library Analyzing Linguistic Interactions with Generalizable 
techNiques (ALIGN)63. In the initial phase of ALIGN processing, the data are automatically cleaned and stand-
ardized such that contiguous utterances are transformed into turns so that each transcript uniformly alternates 
between each speaker. Additionally, a part-of-speech tag was generated for everything said in a given turn. Sub-
sequently, a random pairing of speakers from different dyads was created for each conversation to create a con-
trol baseline, referred to as a surrogate conversation. In the second phase of ALIGN, scores for lexical, syntactic, 
and semantic entrainment were generated for each turn-by-turn exchange in both the real and control baseline 
(“surrogate”) interactions. Importantly, ALIGN captures the directionality of utterances between interlocutors, 
allowing for analysis of the participant entraining to the examiner and vice-versa. Given the present study’s 
focus on characterizing entrainment in ASD, analyses focused solely on values derived for utterances in which 
the participant responded to the examiner. Lexical entrainment was based on lemmatized words. A lemmatized 
word is the root form of a word. For example, the words “runs,” “running,” and “ran” are forms of the root word 
“run,” which is the lemma of these words. Semantic entrainment was based on  Word2Vec64 representations of 
the corpus and syntactic entrainment on bigrams of part-of-speech tags. Bigrams of part-of-speech (POS) tags 
refer to two adjacent labels denoting the part of speech within a speaker’s utterance. For example, in the phrase 
“It looks like a bird” the bigrams of POS tags would be [“pronoun verb”] [“verb preposition”] [“preposition 
determiner”] [“determiner noun”]. Lexical and syntactic entrainment scores resulted in a score ranging from 0 to 
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1, with higher scores reflecting greater alignment. Semantic scores range from − 1, reflecting completely opposite 
semantic content, to 1, reflecting identical semantic content.

Statistical analysis. Prosodic, lexical, syntactic, and semantic entrainment were analyzed using a series of 
mixed effects linear regression models conducted using the lme4  package65 for R statistical software. Separate 
models were conducted to examine differences in the ASD vs. ASD Control groups and the ASD Parent vs. Par-
ent Control groups. Models investigating prosodic entrainment included main effects of conversation type (real 
vs. surrogate), dialog act pairing (same dialog act between speakers vs. different), and group, as well as all inter-
action terms. Models for lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment included a main effect of conversation type 
(real vs. surrogate), time (turn in conversation), and group, as well as all interaction terms. Additionally, mod-
els assessing lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment controlled for participant word count and included 
by-participant random intercepts, as well as random slopes corresponding to all fixed effects. Models did not 
control for measures of IQ as they did not relate to outcome measures in the present study. See Supplementary 
Tables 3 and 4 for a full summary of statistical findings. Additional analysis of relationships between measures of 
verbal entrainment and social communication skills, as well as within-family associations are reported in Sup-
plementary Methods and Supplementary Results. Brief interpretation of additional analysis is included in the 
Supplementary Discussion.

Ethical approval. Ethical approval for this study was obtained by the IRB of Northwestern University and 
all research was performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

Informed consent. Written informed consent was obtained from each study participant and/or a parent 
or legal guardian.

Results
For ease of interpretation, only overall effects of entrainment and interactions between entrainment and group 
are reported in the text (see Table 2 for a visual summary). Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 detail remaining effects 
and interaction terms.

Verbal entrainment in ASD. Prosodic entrainment. Individuals with ASD exhibited disentrainment in 
measures of the F0 envelope (factor 1) in dialog act units (β = 0.83, p < 0.001), indicating that they diverged from 
their conversation partners in the scaling of F0 movements marking dialog act, whereas the ASD Control group 
exhibited entrainment for the same factor (Fig. 3). Both groups exhibited entrainment in measures of dynamic 
F0 trends (factor 2) in dialog act units (β = − 0.02, p < 0.001), converging with their conversation partner in 
the dynamic pitch patterns used to mark dialog act distinctions. In the smaller domain of the salient sylla-
ble, both ASD and ASD Control groups showed similar effects of disentrainment in dynamic F0 trends (factor 
1) (β = 0.007, p = 0.007), diverging from their conversation partners in the pitch patterns marking information 
structure distinctions. Differences between the groups were observed in measures of the F0 envelope in salient 
syllables (factor 2). Both groups demonstrated disentrainment of this factor, though with a greater degree of 
disentrainment evident in the ASD group (β = 0.20, p < 0.001), indicating a greater resistance to converge with 
their partner in the scaling of F0 movements. The ASD group exhibited rhythmic disentrainment on syllable rate 
(factor 1) compared to entrainment for controls (β = 0.02, p < 0.001). However, across groups similar effects of 
rhythmic entrainment were observed on syllable energy (factor 2) (β = − 0.001, p < 0.001).

Lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment. The ASD group exhibited reduced lexical entrainment compared 
to their control counterparts (β = 0.64, p = 0.02; Fig. 4). While semantic entrainment was evident in the ASD 
and ASD Control groups (β = 0.33, p = 0.01), the ASD group exhibited marginally reduced entrainment over the 
course of the interaction (β = − 0.01, p = 0.05). There were no statistically significant effects of syntactic entrain-
ment (β = 0.08, p = 0.54).

Verbal entrainment in parents of individuals with ASD. Prosodic entrainment. On prosodic en-
trainment in the F0 envelope in dialog act units (factor 1), results revealed disentrainment in the ASD Parent 
group compared to the Parent Control group (β = 0.49, p < 0.001; Fig. 5). While parent groups overall exhibited 
disentrainment in dynamic F0 trends (factor 2) at the dialog act unit level, the ASD Parent group exhibited 
reduced disentrainment relative to controls (β = − 0.02, p = 0.01). For dynamic F0 trends (factor 1) at the salient 
syllable level, similar disentrainment was evident across both parent groups (β = 0.008, p < 0.001). For the F0 
envelope (factor 2) at the salient syllable level, the ASD Parent group exhibited greater entrainment compared to 
the Parent Control group (β = − 0.07, p < 0.001). For syllable rate (factor 1; β = 0.40, p < 0.001) and syllable energy 
(factor 2; β = 0.002, p = 0.001) at the dialog act unit level, the ASD Parent group exhibited disentrainment com-
pared to patterns of entrainment among the Parent Control group.

Lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment. Overall, the parent groups exhibited lexical entrainment (β = 0.33, 
p < 0.01; Fig. 6). No evidence of semantic entrainment nor disentrainment was detected in the parent groups 
(β = − 0.03, p = 0.80). The ASD Parent group exhibited reduced syntactic disentrainment compared to the Parent 
Control group (β = 0.53, p = 0.02).
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Discussion
This study aimed to assess verbal entrainment across prosodic, lexical, semantic, and syntactic entrainment in 
individuals with ASD and their parents compared to respective control groups. We predicted that the autistic 
group would exhibit reduced entrainment across linguistic domains compared to controls. Given the subtle 
nature of language differences among parents of individuals with ASD, we predicted reduced entrainment in this 
group would be limited to prosodic and lexical domains, where language differences in parents of individuals with 
ASD have been previously documented. Robust differences in entrainment across prosodic and lexical domains 
were evident in autistic individuals. Parallel differences in prosodic entrainment were evident among parents 
of individuals with ASD and are particularly striking considering the lack of any clinical impairment in this 
group. Contrary to our predictions, parents of autistic individuals exhibited differences in syntactic entrainment.

In ASD, distinct patterns of prosodic and lexical, but not semantic nor syntactic, entrainment emerged. 
Within the domain of prosody, autistic individuals exhibited increased disentrainment (i.e., divergence between 
conversational partners) rather than entrainment, whereas controls primarily exhibited entrainment and only 
minimal disentrainment. Considering evidence that positive perceptions of social interactions are related to the 
effective integration of entrainment and  disentrainment5,6,66–70, it is perhaps unsurprising that patterns of entrain-
ment and disentrainment were evident across groups. For instance, consistent entrainment (in the absence of 
disentrainment) throughout an interaction may be negatively interpreted as mockery or contribute to a sense of 

Table 2.  Summary of entrainment findings across groups. The colored scale indicates a main effect of 
conversation type (real vs. surrogate), with orange reflecting entrainment within a group and purple reflecting 
disentrainment within a group. Gray denotes domains in which there was not a significant main effect of 
conversation type. * indicates a significant (p < 0.05) interaction between conversation type and group, thereby 
reflecting a difference between the ASD vs. ASD Control groups or ASD Parent vs. Parent Control groups. ^ 
indicates a marginal (p = 0.05) interaction between conversation type and group.

ASD Group ASDControl ASD Parent Parent Control

Prosodic

Entrainment

F0 -

Dialog

Act

Factor 1:

F0

envelope

* *

Factor 2:

F0 trends *

F0-

Salient

Syllable

Factor 1:

F0 trends

Factor 2:

F0

envelope

* *

Rhythm

- Dialog

Act

Factor 1:

syllable

rate

* *

Factor 2:

syllable

energy

*

Lexical

Entrainment
*

Semantic

Entrainment
^

Syntactic

Entrainment
*
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false flattery; meanwhile, effective integration of entrainment and disentrainment may facilitate more success-
ful, naturalistic interactions. However, the present findings implicate breakdowns in typical entrainment (and 
disentrainment) patterns as key contributors to the social communication deficits in ASD.

More specifically, prosodic disentrainment was apparent in multiple domains of measurement (dialog act 
unit and salient syllable) in individuals with ASD, whereas controls exhibited disentrainment exclusively at the 
salient syllable level. Across both levels of measurement in the ASD group, greater disentrainment was evident on 
the factors providing information about the F0 envelope, such as the F0 mean and max, rather than information 
related to dynamic F0 trends in the speech signal indexed by variables such as slope and RMSD of the baseline, 
midline, and topline of the F0 contour. This suggests that rather than an overall deficit in prosodic entrainment 
of F0/pitch, autistic individuals exhibit a specific deficit related to entrainment on measurements of F0 scaling. 
Differences in these acoustic properties play important roles in a variety of prosodic functions. For instance, 
prior work has identified patterns of increased and decreased mean F0, as well increased maximum F0 in indi-
viduals with ASD, on structured tasks assessing affect expression (e.g., conveying a target emotion), contrastive 
focus (e.g., the WHITE cow vs. the white COW), as well as expression of dialog act distinctions at the end of a 
conversational turn (e.g., producing a statement vs. question) among others. Indeed, mean and maximum F0 
(as well as duration) were strong predictors of naïve listeners’ ratings of prosodic atypicalities in individuals with 
 ASD71. These findings extend this work by demonstrating the broader impact these components of the speech 
signal can have on ongoing interactions. Beyond the scope of disrupting specific prosodic functions, it appears 
that the same components hinder entrainment for autistic individuals and their communication partners.

Additionally, the ASD group showed disentrainment in rhythm (factor 1—syllable rate) in the larger span of 
the dialog act, suggesting a role for rhythmic entrainment in social communication difficulties in ASD. This find-
ing extends a prior report of problematic rhythmic entrainment in adults with ASD, showing that adults with ASD 
had difficulty entraining speech rate to a digitally manipulated confederate’s speech (although disentrainment 
was not examined)40. Results also expand upon prior findings of speech rate or rhythm atypicalities in individuals 
with  ASD12,13, by delineating a mechanism through which these differences impact social interactions. Despite 
disentrainment on the first factor of rhythm, autistic individuals exhibited comparable entrainment to controls 
on the second factor, which included variables reflecting the influence of syllables on the energy contour of each 
dialog act unit. As such, rhythmic entrainment, similar to F0/pitch entrainment discussed above, appears to be 
complexly impacted in ASD.

Individuals with ASD also exhibited reduced lexical entrainment despite intact overall semantic entrain-
ment. This suggests that while autistic individuals aligned with their communication partner on overall message 
content, key terminology may have differed. However, individuals with ASD demonstrated marginally reduced 
semantic entrainment over the course of the interaction, which is consistent with studies of semantic priming 
that have demonstrated diminished effects with increased duration of the prime and  target45,48,49. It is perhaps 
unsurprising that syntactic entrainment was not detected in the ASD nor ASD Control groups, given prior 
findings of dampened effects of syntactic entrainment during ongoing interactions, whereas other domains of 
verbal communication (i.e., prosodic, lexical, semantic) and related factors may require more cognitive resources, 
leading to divergent, diminished, or absent syntactic  entrainment44,66. It is also possible, however, that other 
contexts allowing for more extended language exchange opportunities may be better suited for examining syn-
tactic entrainment.

Figure 3.  The ASD group exhibited disentrainment in measures of the F0 envelope (factor 1) in dialog act 
units compared to entrainment in the ASD Control group. At the salient syllable level, both groups exhibited 
disentrainment in the F0 envelope in salient syllables (factor 2), though disentrainment was greater for the ASD 
group, indicating a greater resistance to converge with their partner in the scaling of F0 movements. The ASD 
group exhibited rhythmic disentrainment (factor 1—related to salient syllable rate) compared to entrainment 
in the ASD Control group. * indicates a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference between the ASD and ASD 
Control groups. Error bars depict standard error.
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Figure 4.  The ASD group exhibited reduced lexical entrainment compared to the Control group. Differences in 
semantic entrainment between groups approached significance (p = 0.05) The ASD and ASD Control groups did 
not differ on syntactic entrainment. * indicates a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference between the ASD 
and ASD Control groups.
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Importantly, differences in prosodic and syntactic entrainment were detected among parents of autistic indi-
viduals. Of note, parents of individuals with ASD did not differ in lexical entrainment as predicted. Given that 
lexical differences in parents of autistic individuals have primarily been identified in conversational  tasks21,23,33, 
it is possible that the semi-structured nature of the task used in this study obscured possible differences in lexi-
cal entrainment by limiting the type of vocabulary used to simple descriptions of images (e.g., shapes, animals, 
objects), rather than the greater variety of lexical items that may be used in free flowing conversation. Neverthe-
less, as in ASD, parents exhibited prosodic disentrainment on the factor reflecting F0 envelope measurements, 
such as mean and max F0, at the dialog act unit level, whereas parent controls exhibited entrainment. This parallel 
finding in ASD and parents supports prior work showing differences in prosody in both ASD and among first-
degree relatives and points toward differences in this element of prosodic entrainment as a potential marker of 
genetic liability to ASD. Such differences in entrainment are certainly not the result of genetics alone but rather 
the complex interplay between genetic susceptibility to ASD and environmental factors known to influence 
communication  skills72. However, further patterns of differences in prosodic entrainment were more complexly 
expressed across ASD and ASD parent groups. Contrary to findings in individuals with ASD, parents of individu-
als with ASD exhibited greater entrainment on F0 envelope measures at the salient syllable level compared to 
parent controls. Together, findings across measurement levels revealed both elevated prosodic disentrainment and 
entrainment, which may reflect less effective integration of these processes, and contribute to the subtle pragmatic 
language differences noted in first-degree relatives of autistic  individuals21,23,33. Findings of increased rhythmic 
disentrainment (assessed at the dialog act unit level) in parents provide further evidence linking increased dis-
entrainment to broader pragmatic language differences noted at the level of a communicative intention.

Syntactic disentrainment was evident among both parent groups and is consistent with evidence challenging 
generalizations of syntactic priming/entrainment effects identified in structured laboratory-based studies to 
conversational  contexts44,66. In line with prior  work66, syntactic disentrainment may be a reflection of successful 
conversations in which lexical and semantic properties are imitated using distinct syntactic structures to serve a 
variety of functions, such as reformulating an interlocutor’s statement into a question, elaborating, correcting an 
interlocutor, or making a joke. Though unexpected, reduced syntactic disentrainment detected among parents 
of individuals with ASD may index reduced effectiveness in achieving the full spectrum of these functions, and 
therefore, have a large impact on broader pragmatic language abilities.

In sum, findings point to differences in prosodic entrainment in both autistic individuals and their parents, 
and broader verbal entrainment difficulties in ASD across lexical and semantic domains of communication, 
suggesting that entrainment may be an important process contributing to the social communication deficits 
characteristic of ASD and subclinical social communication styles associated with genetic liability to ASD. Find-
ings additionally demonstrate the feasibility of applying interdisciplinary, open-source computational tools to 
research focused on clinical populations to promote reproducibility and efficiency by reducing variation across 
manual coding systems and the time required to apply such systems. This is of critical importance in ASD 
research given the breadth of clinical heterogeneity observed, where removing variability inherent to differences 
in coding schemes and subjectivity of human raters may yield a clearer understanding of the true variability in 
ASD and aid in stratification of more phenotypically and etiologically homogeneous subgroups.

The present findings should be considered with some limitations in mind. Considering the heterogeneous 
presentation of ASD, there is likely individual variability in patterns of entrainment across autistic individuals 

Figure 5.  The ASD Parent group exhibited disentrainment in the F0 envelope in dialog act units (factor 1) and 
the second factor of rhythm in dialog act units compared to entrainment in the Parent Control group. Both 
parent groups exhibited disentrainment in dynamic F0 trends (factor 2) at the dialog act unit level, though the 
ASD Parent group exhibited reduced disentrainment relative to controls. Conversely, the ASD Parent group 
exhibited greater entrainment on the F0 envelope (factor 2) at the salient syllable level compared to the Parent 
Control group. * indicates a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference between the ASD Parent and Parent 
Control groups. Error bars depict standard error.
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Figure 6.  The ASD Parent group did not differ from the Parent Control group in lexical or semantic 
entrainment. The ASD Parent group exhibited reduced syntactic entrainment compared to the Parent Control 
group. * indicates a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference between the ASD Parent and Parent Control 
groups.
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that should be explored in future work. Such variability may be related to intrapersonal factors, such as language 
 skills73,74, word count/utterance length, cognitive abilities, age, and sex. Cognitive abilities and age were taken into 
consideration by investigating relationships between intellectual functioning, age, and measures of entrainment. 
In the ASD and ASD Control groups, lower IQ, specifically performance IQ, and increased age were associated 
with reduced lexical entrainment. It is possible that these confounding variables underlie differences in lexical 
entrainment observed between the ASD and ASD Control groups. Greater cognitive abilities, namely nonverbal 
cognitive abilities, may facilitate lexical entrainment during interactions with an unfamiliar communication 
partner. Of note, however, both groups exhibited mean full scale, verbal, and performance IQs within the normal 
range. Reduced lexical entrainment with increased participant age is surprising considering research document-
ing increased entrainment among speakers who share more  similarities75, and in this case, older participants 
would have been closer in age to the examiner. Further research is necessary to clarify the roles of cognitive 
ability and age in lexical entrainment. Importantly, cognitive abilities and age were not related to variables in 
which prosodic entrainment differences were detected in the ASD and ASD Parent groups, further highlighting 
prosodic entrainment as a key area impacting social communication skills in ASD. Nonetheless, individuals with 
a wider range of cognitive abilities, language levels, ages, as well as larger sample of autistic females, should be 
included in future work to examine verbal entrainment in an ecologically valid sample of autistic individuals. 
Several studies have demonstrated distinct clinical presentation between males and females with ASD, includ-
ing apparently linguistically-mediated camouflaging of symptoms among  females76–78, that could complexly 
interrelate with entrainment skills. Recent investigations suggest that conversational rapport also varies with 
interpersonal factors, such that rapport is higher among dyads matched on neurotypes (e.g., autistic–autistic 
or neurotypical–neurotypical) rather than mixed neurotype (e.g., autistic–neurotypical)79–81. Given the strong 
relationships between rapport and  entrainment2,3, neurotype matching differences across dyads may present an 
alternative explanation for the present findings and should be investigated in future research. Importantly, this 
may contribute to the surprising amount of variation evident among the surrogate dyad pairings. Alternative 
explanations for this variability may also include differences in the types of dialog acts (e.g., yes/no question, 
reply, acknowledgement) used by autistic individuals and their parents compared to respective controls. It will be 
important for future work to further investigate such differences and perhaps provide an alternative method for 
generating a more consistent baseline condition. Future work may also examine changes in verbal entrainment 
in response to intervention, as well as determining the most fruitful interventions to support verbal entrainment. 
For example, addressing deficits at higher levels of the linguistic hierarchy, such as lexical entrainment, may yield 
the most immediate benefits to broader social communication skills. Moreover, interventions may vary greatly 
from targeting specific repair strategies to improve entrainment within a given domain or targeting deficits in 
naturally occurring situations.

Data availability
Data used in the preparation of this manuscript will be shared with the NIH-supported National Database for 
Autism Research (NDAR). This manuscript reflects the views of the authors and may not reflect the opinions 
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